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This is possibly the most unintuitive software I've ever used. When you load it up, your desktop is all but completely changed to
something unrecognizable without any explanation as to what the new things do. Settings I had intentionally disabled (having a
taskbar on every monitor) all of a sudden got magically re-enabled, yet the setting is not enabled in windows - I have to find it in
this train wreck of an interface. I'll use a specific example. I open up the monitor configuration page and see an option "Monitor
Fading". I have no idea what this is, I don't have a PhD in display fusion. so naturally I hover for a tool tip. The tool tip says
"When enabled, monitor fading will be constrained to the splits." First of all, of all things in the software that does not make
sense probably literally the only thing I can make sense out of is the title of this section "Use these Features with Split Monitors"
- it has checkboxes within that section, this checkbox is located there. It's really obvious that each of the checkboxes within this
section mean "Do this thing with split monitors" so a tooltip for every single one repeating this obvious information isn't helpful.
I DO see a large help button on the bottom-left corner, but honestly it's not my job to read your technical documentation. If I
were that in to it, sure, I'd learn it. all I need is for you to throw me a stinking bone, not hit me with a book. I honestly do not see
what other people see as so great about this software. Thus far, it has been far below my expectations for something with a "very
positive" review status. I am very close to demanding a refund, but I'm hoping I can work through my differences and manage to
use the single option I got the software for - monitor splits. I will finish by saying. please either A) make the default
configuration have no features enabled. or B) give the user the option to select a premade configuration (with of course a "all
disabled" option easily selectable). I'm sure over time I may decide to begin learning and using some of these more nuanced
things in your software, but I don't like having my desktop experience drastically change the instant I install a new software that
I'm not even entirely sure I want to keep seeing yet. Save the "I'm changing your entire life" for the third or fourth date, please.
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